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EASTERN AIR LINES RETIRES DC-3 1 s
All over Eastern Air Lines' routes, the grand old DC-3, known
for many years as "the workhorse of the air", has been turned out to
pasture. The last DC-3 flight on Eastern System was January 31, from
Chicago to Miami. This flight was flown by Dick ~Ierrell, famous
Eastern Captain. Captain Merrell logged on Eastern's first DC-3
flights so it was only natural he should log the last.
Airline officials recall that it was the dependable DC-3 which
virtually enabled commercial airlines to expand into the global air
network they are today. As a yardstick of the performance of this
remarkable airplane over a 17-year period, they point out that from
December, 1936, to date, Eastern's fleet of DC-3's has accumulated
2,227,863 hours of actual flight time - this means that total DC-3
time off the ground is more than 254 years.
It is estimated that Eastern's fleet of DC-3 1s, which has never
totaled more than 63 aircraft, has operated more than 83,684,318 miles;
Had a single transport flown this distance, it could have girdled the
globe at the equator more than 3,343 times, flown from the earth to
the moon three and a half times, or have flown from the earth to
either J.fercury, Venus or I1!"a rs...
(Florida Newsletter)
HAVING RADIO TROUBLES?
Johnny Hawkins, Hawthorne Flying Service, Charleston, writes
in that he has a fully equipped radio repair shop at his operation.
After noticing the article in the February 15 issue of the NEWSLETTER
pertaining to aircraft owners' negligence in relicensing radio transmitters, he says that he will be very glad to accommodate aircraft
owners if they will bring their aircraft to his operation. The repairmen will be happy to check effective license dates on transmitters
and, if necessary, complete new forms to meet requirements without
charge to the owner. It might be well to point out at this time that
some owners may have added new crystals to their transmitters which
have not been included on the present radio license. If there is
doubt, you should drop by and see Johnny and let him check your radiu'
thoroughly.
·
AIRCRAFT OPERATION DIFFICULTIES SHOULD BE REPORTED
We have received a notice from CAA that should be of interest
to aircraft owners. We are reproducing this notice for your benefit.
"'l' o: All aircraft owners, Columbia District
Subject: Importance of Service Difficulty Reporting
In order that we may assist you in any difficulties that
you may encounter in the operation of your aircraft and, at the
same time, assist the manufacturer in improving his products, we
are most interested in receiving reports of any and all service
difficulties with your aircraft, engine, propeller, instruments
or component parts.

We are, therefore, ~rging that you advise of any difficulty
that you may have. We would prefer your report in writing but
it is not absolutely necessary. The important thing is that we
be advised and be permitted to investigate·, Your r'eports· and the
results of our inve.s tigations will be 'forwarded to· the manufac·turer. with comments · from tbe CAA, resulting in corrections and
modifications and a more trouble-free. service for you."
All reports should be directed to:
Civil Aeronautics Administration
Office of Aviation Safety
Box 368, l'lest Columbia, S.c.
. Telephone-. 841.4:.
•:
Note: All operators · and. A&E's pl~as~ po~ :t o~ bulletin· bo.ard·•
ir. il- **-II- il- ~~
LANDING TURBULENCE STUDIED BY BEECH
A world-wide survey made by Beech Aircraft Corp. to determine
resulting from the prop wash and . wing tip vortexes of
transport planes is hazardous to other aircraft 1anding just behind
:' them showed that such danger definitely exists - partic~la~ly during
· no-wind conditions.
.. ..... ·
The Beech safety study al&o revealed that i.n some cas.es the
· preceding plane had landed or taken off ·a s muc~ . as a minut.e. or two
ahead of the ship affected, and pilot a(te~ pi~qt . reported that his
own plane "seemingly went out of. ·:control fq:r no apparent reason."
The survey also showed that:
·-~ : ·
··
1. The majority of cases develope4 on calm days, when there were
neither winds nor thermals to break up the turbulence.
·.
2. Cubs, Bonanzas, Cessnas and other single-engined planes are not
alone in being affected by such turbulence; cases were reported in
which Lockheed Lodestars, DC-3's and even some four-engined planes
were affected by landing turbulence.
On the basis of its study, Beech has made the· following recommendations:
1. Allow plenty of space between aircraft in the landing pattern.
2. Uake your approach to and landing on the up-wind side of the
runway if there is any oross wind at all.
3. Maintain adequate flying speed, well above the stall point, when
entering. an area just vacated by another airplane.
4. Be alert and prepare for turbulence on your landing approach.
(Courtesy ·of N.A.A.)
.
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The local weatherman was so often wrong in his predictions that
he became the laughing stock of the community, and he applied for
transfer to another station.
"Why," t:rote t~e · headquarters, "do you wish to be transferred '?"
"Because," the forecaster answered, "the climate here doesn't
agree with me."
;~ i~ ·ir ~~- ~'" .;3- -:~
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